I. INTRODUCTION

Secure multi-party computation (MPC) can possess substantial social value: it enables companies, government agencies, and other organizations to benefit from collective data aggregation and analysis in contexts where the raw data are encumbered by legal and corporate policy restrictions on data sharing. Theoretical constructs for MPC have been known for decades [1]–[3], and the past few years have seen several successful deployments of MPC [4]–[6] along with the development of a number of software frameworks [7]–[9] that aim to deliver MPC’s benefits to end-users.

However, MPC’s social benefits cannot be realized unless we design MPC systems whose security and functionality can be comprehended by the executives, directors, and legal advisors of participating organizations, and we automate the secure compilation of legacy applications that were developed in well-known programming paradigms. This article summarizes two efforts undertaken by our research team to improve the usability and scalability of MPC.

II. Usable MPC for End-Users

We describe here a 2-year effort to design and deploy an accessible MPC system computing aggregate pay equity metrics by gender and ethnicity for the Boston Women’s Workforce Council (BWWC), based upon Equal Employment Opportunity Commission wage data reporting from 40-70 companies in the Greater Boston Area. Compensation data must to be collected from privately held companies in order to calculate an aggregate statistic (sum) over the data. Each company submits employee earnings aggregated by gender and job category. BWWC may view the aggregate totals across all companies, but individual company numbers must remain private for both privacy and legal reasons.

**MPC Deployment:** We implemented and deployed an MPC protocol as a web-based service so that no new software needs to be installed within corporate environments. The user interface provides a familiar spreadsheet that can be filled with data manually or via copy-paste. We successfully deployed this service twice (in 2015 and 2016) to analyze compensation data from a collection of 40–70 employer organizations [10]. The client application can be viewed at [http://100talent.org](http://100talent.org). Practical deployment difficulties included browser and OS compatibility, minimizing human error that might skew the analytics, and scheduling data collection within a 1-2 week time window.

**Roles:** We consider three roles in the deployed protocol: (1) an unknown quantity of **contributors** who contribute private data for the calculation; (2) an automated, publicly-accessible **service provider** that sees only encrypted data and connects all other participants without requiring them to maintain servers (or even to be online simultaneously); and (3) one or more **analyzers** who receive the output of the analytic. Several security and usability considerations drove protocol design and implementation.

**Security:** We rely on MPC with passive (semi-honest) security and without collusion [11]. This suffices in our scenario because the service provider and analyzer lack incentives to falsify the results or to learn private inputs: completing the study successfully is directly beneficial to BWWC (as the study initiator) and to BU (as an institution reliant upon a reputation of integrity). Additionally, obtaining any private contributor data (by colluding or actively deviating from the protocol) creates a liability risk for the service provider and analyzer. The semi-honest model protects service providers from the legal risks of processing sensitive data so long as the protocol is followed.

**Usability:** A secure MPC protocol only has value if multiple parties trust it and use it. The pay equity scenario involves individuals with a wide range of technical backgrounds utilizing computing resources that are outside of our control and governed by a variety of organizational constraints. Thus, our protocol and web service must satisfy many usability goals: comprehensibility (to drive adoption); transparency (open-source code); easy deployability (no specialized software, hardware, synchronization, or continuous network access); idempotent resubmission; input validation in the client interface; simplicity to describe the security guarantees to decision-makers (Fig. 1 depicts the picture that we showed to managers, lawyers, and human resources employees); and others [12].

III. Automated MPC for Software Engineers

Big data analytics enable companies and regulatory agencies to draw vital insights, especially when they are executed across data sets from multiple sources. However, justified privacy concerns related to data sharing inhibit computing analytics across multiple competing organizations, even if the result would serve a common interest.
MPC can resolve these privacy concerns at a cost. Note that many real-world use-cases only necessitate MPC for a few crucial operations as part of a larger workflow. While some MPC frameworks support a *mixed-mode* operation that combines local computation with secure, distributed MPC steps [14], existing MPC frameworks still face three key challenges in real-world use: poor integration with widely-used analytics workflows and data processing systems, significant expert knowledge required to implement and execute analytics, and poor scalability to large data sets because they do not support efficient data-parallel processing outside MPC.

**Conclave:** Our Conclave system addresses these three challenges by judiciously augmenting legacy software with MPC. By doing so, MPC can be made viable for societally important use cases that involve large data sets, such as bank stress tests and early detection of market oligopolies.

In more detail, Conclave adds support for MPC to the Musketeer big data workflow manager [15], whose key premise is to decouple the specification of data-parallel workflows in a high-level frontend language (such as SQL or MapReduce) from their execution in a parallel backend execution engine (such as Hadoop, Spark, and Naiad). With our extensions, Musketeer generates MPC code automatically from programs specified in SQL, requiring no expert knowledge. It also automatically embeds the MPC into larger workflows that involve private processing steps on multiple organizations’ heterogeneous data analytics clusters. Even if organizations use different data processing stacks, we automatically generate both the preprocessing code and the “glue code” for embedding MPC in the workflow.

Automation: Conclave provides usability by automating three features: *code generation* so that participating parties need no in-house MPC implementation or deployment expertise, *portability* so that different companies can map a high-level joint computation to their individual existing data analytics stacks (e.g., Hadoop, Spark, Naiad) and have these systems automatically feed data into the MPC, and *framework choice* to pick between different MPC backends (e.g., VIFF, Sharemind) to use in a particular application based on Musketeer’s performance models of each relational operator in these frameworks.

**Prototype use case:** We deployed Conclave to compute the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) [16], a standard measure of market concentration, over the market shares of several vehicle-for-hire (VFH) companies. The HHI is the sum of squared market shares. MPC allows this computation to be performed without market participants having to disclose their revenue composition. This computation, for example, might allow a regulator to assess the long-term impact of a changing market environment – such as the emergence of “ride-sharing” services such as Uber and Lyft – on market concentration. The workflow proceeds as shown in Fig. 2. We stress that Conclave determines the boundaries of MPC automatically.

Our evaluation uses six years of public NYC taxi trips’ fare information [17] as input data, dividing the data across five imaginary taxi companies with 50%, 20%, 10%, 10%, and 10% market shares. We compare the runtime of our market share computation to two extremes. First, Conclave takes only 8.3% longer (17.5 minutes versus 16.2 minutes) than an insecure baseline in which the entire computation is executed at a trusted third party. Second, if the entire computation were executed in the VIFF MPC framework, it would not have finished after two hours, and it required substantial MPC expertise to implement. Conclave is open-source software and available at https://github.com/hicsail/Musketeer.

---

The “mixed-mode” term is overloaded: sometimes, it is used to mean a combination of different *types* of MPC (e.g., arithmetic MPC based on secret sharing [13] and boolean MPC based on garbled circuits [1]). Our system can also support the latter.

---

**Fig. 1.** Diagram of protocol deployment for two contributors used to explain the protocol to potential participants.

**Fig. 2.** Vehicle-for-hire market concentration workflow. Gray boxes are tables, rounded nodes are operators. The red, shaded operations happen in MPC, and arrows crossing the MPC boundary correspond to private inputs.

**Table 1.** Comparison of Conclave and insecure baselines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workflow</th>
<th>Time (minutes)</th>
<th>Percent Increase</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Market concentration</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
<td>16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure MPC</td>
<td>2 hours</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1. The “mixed-mode” term is overloaded: sometimes, it is used to mean a combination of different *types* of MPC (e.g., arithmetic MPC based on secret sharing [13] and boolean MPC based on garbled circuits [1]). Our system can also support the latter.
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